Project-based and problem-based learning (PBL) are student-centered instructional approaches that immerse students in meaningful learning experiences that address authentic real-world questions and problems (Saavedra et al., 2022). Research indicates that these approaches have benefits for students across levels and disciplines (e.g., Lucas Education Research, 2021a). In addition to increasing students’ academic achievement (Wilder, 2015), PBL offers students more opportunities to collaborate with peers and reflect on their work (Krajick et al., 2023) and supports the development of students’ social emotional skills (Culclasure et al., 2019). K-12 PBL research spans content areas including social studies and literacy (Duke et al., 2020), science (Krajcik et al., 2023), mathematics (Merritt et al., 2017), computing (Oliveira et al, 2013), and STEM (Odell et al., 2019). Interest in implementing and researching PBL practices has grown substantially in the past fifteen years (Hallinger, 2021), yet only a few researchers have considered how PBL can be designed and implemented to support equity and promote social justice in schools.

The PBL literature acknowledges that cultural differences can impact the PBL process (Wijnia et al., 2019), and a need to be aware of the impact of culture when designing and researching PBL (Hallinger, 2021). Multiple researchers, including Avendano and colleagues (2019), have promoted PBL as a means of bringing equity to underserved communities, but PBL is not inherently equitable. Caires-Hurley et al. (2020) examined PBL lessons developed for culturally and linguistically diverse learners and found the “meaningful, real-world” problems were centered on mainstream, dominant perspectives. Their study called into question the usefulness of PBL for diverse learners when developed without a multicultural perspective. Teachers need professional learning opportunities to explore what equity and justice looks like in their context (Felton-Koestler, 2019). Teacher engagement in inquiry and critical reflection around their equity-oriented actions (Dodman et al., 2022) can help teachers develop beliefs and practices that support the learning of each and every student in their classroom.

Systemic equity challenges in education place students from minoritized populations on an uneven footing, restricting access and opportunity for these students. The use of culturally relevant teaching strategies (Ladson-Billings, 1995), culturally responsive pedagogy (Gay, 2000), culturally sustaining pedagogies (Paris, 2012), and culturally and historically responsive literacy (Muhammad, 2022) have all been promoted to address inequities in education. These approaches focus on student learning, uphold students’ cultural integrity, and nurture the development of a sociopolitical consciousness. PBL can be positioned as an asset-based, equity pedagogy when it includes “caring and supportive classroom environments, coursework that is real-world relevant, opportunities for cooperative learning, scaffolding and differentiation, high expectations, development of sociopolitical consciousness, and respect and appreciation for a student’s home culture” (Hinnant-Crawford et al., 2023, p. 3).
As PBL practices continue to spread across a variety of contexts, we have an opportunity to ensure that research in our field serves to disrupt inequities and challenge injustices in education rather than allowing them to become invisible through their regularities in practice (Calabrese-Barton & Tan, 2020). It is our hope that this special issue of the IJPBL creates an opportunity for collecting and sharing some of the effective and innovative ideas related to the design and implementation of PBL for equity and social justice. We look forward to helping disseminate collected ideas to other educators so that more students might benefit from improved practices.

Potential topics include but are not limited to:

- QuantCrit methodologies within PBL intervention or evaluation studies
- Evidence that PBL instruction can help close the opportunity gap and disrupt inequities
- Culturally responsive and sustaining approaches to designing and implementing PBL
- Designing PBL to advance social justice within and across disciplines
- Incorporating socio-cultural consequences of the problems addressed in PBL
- How PBL can incorporate the diversity of ways of knowing, thinking, and being

Important Dates:

- Author submission of extended abstract due: October 31, 2023
- Issue Date for Manuscript Invitations: December 1, 2023
- Full papers due: Feb 15, 2024
- 1st Reviews Completed by: April 1, 2024
- Decisions from 1st Reviews: April 15, 2024
- Author revisions due June 1, 2024
- 2nd round/final decisions July 1, 2024
- Final papers due: August 15, 2024

Submission Types:

- Research Papers
- Conceptual Papers
- Voices from the Field

The review process for this special issue will take place in two stages. In Stage 1, authors will submit an extended abstract that describes key dimensions of the proposed manuscript, including a summary of the manuscript’s approach (conceptual analysis, philosophical inquiry, empirical study, case study, historical analysis, etc.) and/or methods, as well as findings and implications. This extended abstract should not exceed 1,000 words (references, tables, and figures are not subject to the word limit), and should not be blinded. The special issue guest editors will review the extended abstracts submitted in order to invite full manuscript submission. Submissions with potential suitability for the special issue will then be invited to submit a full manuscript that will go through the blinded review process for possible inclusion in the special issue.

Manuscript Guidelines:
● Maximum word count: 7,000 excluding references and tables
● The suggested proposal/paper structure (for research papers):
  ○ Introduction (with clear statement of the research problem)
  ○ Literature review
  ○ Research questions
  ○ Methods (detailed description of the PBL model used, research design, instruments, validity/reliability, or appropriate analogues)
  ○ Data analysis
  ○ Results or conclusions
  ○ Discussion (including limitations and future work)
● Conceptual papers should be structured around key themes salient to any topic or any combination of the topics identified in this call and should have clear focus providing practical or theoretical implications for future efforts.

Submissions:
Extended abstracts and full paper submissions will only be accepted through the IJPBL Electronic Submission System at http://ijpbl.org.
● Please include “2024 Special Issue: Designing for Equity within Problem-Based and Project-Based Learning:” prior to your title in the submission system and in your proposal/full manuscript.
● Extended abstracts (due by October 31) need not be blinded. However, if invited to submit a full manuscript, be sure to remove any identifying information for review.
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